What is CELL-VET®?
CELL-VET® is specifically formulated for all
horses, whether they are undergoing strenuous
training in preparation for any type of eventing be it
racing, dressage, endurance racing, show horses,
etc. CELL-VET® is also excellent for retired horses
as it supplies their bodies with all the necessary
minerals, enzymes and amino acids that they
require.
CELL-VET® is an enhanced liquid, highlyconcentrated, super-energized, colloidal mineral and
nutritional supplement, which you add to the drinking
water of a horse on a daily basis, in order to maintain
its peak performance and general well-being.

Benefits of CELL-VET® ?

How DOES CELL-VET® achieve results?
CELL-VET® achieves results in a unique and amazing
manner by supplying a horse with essential nutrients,
elements and minerals, as well as nascent oxygen and
hydrogen (due to the splitting of water molecules❂
inside the horse), all in a controlled manner and at
cellular level, where most needed.
When a horse drinks water with CELL-VET® in it,
CELL-VET® starts working in its most amazing and
unique manner, on the horse’s physical, electromagnetic, chemical and biological levels.
Physical and Electromagnetic Levels:

®

As a dynamic multi-action agent, CELL-VET is
environmentally and ecologically safe and is
especially formulated for horses. It has no detrimental
side-effects, and has numerous benefits for horses:
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distress and disease. Deficiencies of Oxygen and
Minerals lead to accumulation of metabolic waste and
toxins in bodily systems, creating a breeding ground for
harmful bacteria, viruses and pathogens.

Promotes peak performance
Replaces Electrolytes lost during training
Enhances vitality and energy
Reduces lethargy or distress
Reduces unbalanced hyperactivity
Has calming effect on horses
Protects against diseases
Enhances optimal bodily functions
Strengthens systems, e.g. immune system
Balances body mass
Improves digestion
Enhances texture and sheen of coat
Maintains general well-being
Works fast and effectively
Is cost-effective and easy to use
Achieves sustainable results

Today, increasing environmental pollution and
fluctuations in the quality of food and drinking water
are making horses more susceptible than ever to

CELL-VET® supplies a horse with essential elements
and minerals required for proper composition of bodily
fluids, maintenance of healthy nerve functioning, and
formation of blood and bone cells.
CELL-VET® Minerals are in physical colloidal form.
Colloidal particles are minute and negatively charged.
Because most bodily fluids (like blood and lymph) are
colloidal, the horse’s bodily systems perceive
CELL-VET® as normal healthy bodily fluid, and allow
these micro-nutrients to pass immediately through the
sensitive tissues of the horse’s mouth, throat and
oesophagus into the blood stream. They are then
transported to all parts of the horse, at cellular level.
Our proprietary Micro-Activated™ Delivery System,
and Electroculture™ Technology, which are used in
formulating and ionically bonding CELL-VET®, ensure
that over 95% of the nutrients are immediately
absorbed into the horse’s blood stream when nutrients
are rapidly available for assimilation by all parts of the
body.
Furthermore, the electromagnetic energy released by
the production of nascent hydrogen boosts the horse’s
immune system significantly.
❂ The splitting of water molecules is a proprietary technology
that was patented by Everett L. Storey, the genius and inventor

of Cell-Vet™ and other amazing products. Everett Storey was a
physical chemist and microbiologist, to whom Albert Einstein
gave recognition for his unique and revolutionary work with
oxygen and hydrogen molecules.

Chemical and Biological Levels:
CELL-VET® Oxygen from splitting of water molecules ❂) is
used in the production of metabolic energy, and for
oxidizing toxins, acids and metabolic body waste for
effective elimination.
CELL-VET® Hydrogen (from splitting of water molecules ❂) is
used for irrigating, building and strengthening cells and
organs, preventing inflammation, moistening lung
surfaces for gas diffusion, and regulating body
temperature.
CELL-VET® Amino Acids build proteins, hormones,
neurotransmitters and anti-bodies, building the horse’s
immune system for resisting viral, bacterial and fungal
infections.
CELL-VET® Enzymes enhance the digestive and
metabolic functions of the horse, enabling it to
assimilate more nutritional benefits, than previously,
from the existing foods that it eats.

What else does CELL-VET® do?
Despite the fact that the horse’s systems were already
cleansed and detoxified when CELL-VET® was
initially used, additional cleansing might happen
periodically as the horse’s bodily functions strengthen
during training, and should not be mistaken as the
onset of sickness. During periods of cleansing, ensure
that the horse has enough drinking water, is kept
warm, and is allowed to rest.
CELL-VET® is a Proprietary Formulation containing
Elements, Minerals and Trace Minerals, Enzymes and
Amino Acids. including Calcium, Copper, Iron,
Magnesium, Manganese, Phosphorus, Potassium,
Sulfur, Zinc, Silicon, Liquid Seaweed (Lithothamnium
Calcareum and Purified Water.

Administration Process
Directions: Establish the average amount of water
the horse drinks per day (Daily Water Intake). If other
horses drink from same source, establish average
amount drunk by all of them. Then, use table below
®
to calculate the appropriate amount of CELL-VET ,
and mix this into the water to super-energize it.
®
NOTE: If the horse has already been on CELL-VET
for some time, the recommended dosage of 4ml’s per
day can be given from the outset, and there is no
need to follow the following introductory dosage
programme.

Daily
Water
Intake
20 litres

Amount of CELL-VET®
Days
Days
Days
Ongoing
1&2
3&4
5&6
Daily
1 ml
2 ml
3 ml
4 ml

Other Water: Remove all other drinking water.
Water Quality: If drinking water contains impurities
or chlorine, double the amount of CELL-VET® to
purify the water. Ideally, add appropriate amount of
CELL-VET® to water, mix it and let it stand overnight
(or a few hours). Then, again add the same amount
of CELL-VET® to the water, and give the horse this
super-energized water.
Oral Application: Dilute appropriate amount of
CELL-VET® with clean water in a ratio of 1:10. e.g.
4ml CELL-VET® added to 40ml of water. Syringe
directly into the mouth of the horse.
®

Is CELL-VET a medicine?

CELL-VET® is not a medicine. As a nutritional
supplement, it provides a horse with a constant stream
of essential building blocks (e.g. oxygen, minerals, etc.)
so that its systems can optimally carry out their
functions of energising, cleansing, building, balancing
and protecting living tissue every day.
Disease Conditions: If horse suddenly shows signs of
®
getting sick, double existing amount of CELL-VET

being added to water at the time, or apply orally, to boost
the horse’s ability to resist disease.
®
A horse cannot overdose on CELL-VET as its bodily
systems will eliminate unused excess.

Oxygen For Life SA (Pty) Ltd and Nu Science
Corporation USA specifically make no medical claims
or otherwise for the treatment, prevention, cure or
mitigation of disease. If the horse has a medical
condition, we recommend you consult a Veterinarian.

CELL-VET® Ingredients
CELL-VET® is a registered blend of natural plant-sourced
minerals, nutrients and electrolytes in ionic colloidal
suspension, and proprietary elements that supply controlled
nascent oxygen and hydrogen at cellular level. CELL-VET®
can be taken in conjunction with other remedies and
medications as it increases their bio-availability and
effectiveness.

CELL-VET® contains no banned
Substances
The National Racehorse Authority (previously known as
The Jockey Club) conducted comprehensive screening
tests on CELL-VET® for basic, neutral and acidic drugs
and all steroids. They have certified that CELL-VET®
contains no traces of any prohibited substance, in terms
of their rules.

What else is CELL-VET® used for?
CELL-VET® can be mixed with salve or diluted with
water (1 ml CELL-VET® per 20 ml distilled or filtered
water) can be applied topically to wounds and sores
on the horse’s skin. Apply as often as required.

Precautions
For animal use only. Keep bottle away from children.
Avoid contact with natural organic and petroleum
based materials (e.g. silk, cotton, linen, wool).
Contains enzymes that may break down these organic
materials. Keep away from cellphone, computer,
refrigerator, microwave oven, and any electrical
appliance emitting electromagnetic current that may
reduce its potency.

Registration Number V15885
Act. 36 of 1947
South African Dept. of Agriculture

21st Century
Super-energised
Oxygen mineral supplement
for

Large Farm
Animals
CELL-VET® is manufactured by Nu Science Corp. U.S.A.
and is based on the same technologies as Cellfood® , the
nutritional supplement (for humans).

Distributed by:
Oxygen For Life SA (Pty) Ltd.
P. O. Box 739
Muldersdrift, 1747
Tel: +27 0860 2355 3663
Fax: +27 086 695 2044
E-mail : life@oxygenforlife.co.za
Website: www.oxygenforlife.co.za

